
ASWU Minutes 4/06/2016 
  I.         Call to order: Justin 5:01pm 
 II.          Mission Statement: 
 III.         Minutes: Approved, none opposed 
  IV.         Tech Questions- Ken 
a.     Ken: I looked at the survey and no one said wireless. The theme of today is we are 
trying to figure out what we can do better. The first thing is wireless, we did a lot of work 
last summer and fall in the dorms and we have more worked planned this summer, 
especially in Stuart. We got plans for Boppell and other locations. The best way to let us 
know is email me or Christina Lott. She loves to get feedback. One thing we know is that 
there are a lot of wireless printers in dorms and that interferes with signals so turn them 
off when not printing. Any questions? 
b.     Justin: are there improvements in open places like the Loop? 
c.      Ken: the blue pole in the loop has a wire but I don’t think it reaches in front of Mac so 
let us know where you want more service. We also made improvements in the library. 
We haven’t had any complaints this year. We have wireless printing on campus. 
d.     Rediet: there are some buildings where the printer doesn’t match up and you don’t 
know till you get there. 
e.     Ken: we want them to work more smoothly. We talked about putting one in each of 
the dorms. Would that be appreciated? Would it be an incentive to not bring your own 
printer? 
f.      Chase: is there somewhere online that says you can wirelessly print? 
g.     Ken: we will put it somewhere easy to see. 
h.     Bailey: the issue is figuring out how to connect. 
i.       Brendan: dorm printers would require upkeep. 
j.       Ken: we might have to work with student life and have the RD or an RA in charge 
with a possible lock on the paper. You could also scan or copy. 
k.     Hannah: can we find where all the printers are on campus that are wireless? 
l.       Bailey: when I worked in the library I made a list of printers. 
m.   Ken: the library and downstairs in the HUB. 
n.     Brittney: so is the one in the HUB by the ATM machine? 
o.     Ken: yes but there are some steps of set up. 
p.     Brendan: but the sight is registered as dangerous. 
q.     Jeff: so putting printers in the dorms is that a plan? 
r.      Ken: well we wanted feedback; it’s a budget issue. I don’t know what the possibility 
is. We have been talking about it for a while. 
s.      Jordan: even just in a couple of the bigger dorms would be good. 
t.      Ken: I’ve heard there is an interest in more blue lights, maybe in the Back 40. Back 
by the soccer fields? We might be able to do it but we would have to talk to Avista. Since 
the president of the trustee’s works for Avista, we might have traction. Do you would 
want them just like the other poles? I know this is a dangerous question, but what do you 
feel about the cameras on the poles? 
u.     Brittany: do you save footage? 
v.     Ken: it gets overwritten about every 14-20 days. No one actively watches them. 
There are also available for active monitoring if needed. They are motion activated, such 
as cars coming and going. 
w.    Jordan: I just had a buddy who had a car stolen and they realized there is no camera 
by the church. 
x.     Ken: yes I don’t know when they decided to keep that open, if they do we need 
another camera. 
y.     Rachel: what is the closest one by BMac and Warren? 



z.      Ken: there used to be one between Warren and the music building and it will get 
replaced. There are only 7 of them. I can imagine one at the West end of the Loop, the 
baseball field, the back 40, one behind Oliver, maybe even one across the street. 
aa.  Bre: how often are they used? 
bb. Ken: I get texts every time, not often. It’s usually little kids. There was one time when 
someone thought it would be fun to see how fast they could punch the buttons. I was 
sitting at my desk and I saw a little kid press it once. So I work with Chris on the facility 
side as well as safety. There is another option, a mobile safety app and it gives you 
capabilities to let someone know you are leaving and if you don’t get there and clear the 
alert it will let them know. This seems of limited utility but if there is interest. So that 
changes gears to the Whitnet functionality. Over the next few years new versions will 
replace that and it will work on your phone. Right now we are in a pilot that allows self-
planning and registration. The sociology majors are guinea pigs and they can visibly 
build their course schedule and register on their phone and you can interact with your 
advisor. If it works well, we plan to roll it out next fall. It was accidently turned on for 1 
day, and people were using it and liked it. We haven’t trained the faculty yet. So this is a 
visual of what it would look like on the phone. So Pirate Port, not everybody’s favorite 
but we are trying to continue to work it and we made a change this year that scraped 
away some annoying stuff. We are continuing to work on that and this is a mock up of 
the full feature version and it will work on your phone too. 
cc.   Brena: can there be alerts? 
dd. Ken: there are, and we are trying to customize it more.  Any questions or issues? 
Very interested in knowing or other things you want us to do. We are working on 
upgrading the wireless network and it’ll take a couple years. 
ee.  Jordan: I’m curious because I have worked with Tony a lot and im wondering if for 
the future maybe IT and WFM can work more hand in hand on issue on like website stuff 
and the server. 
ff.    Ken: that’s a good question because its all WFM but we can help. 
gg.  Bailey: on Whitworth.edu is there a way to get a direct button to email? 
hh. Ken: Possibly. 
ii.     Bailey: also some places on campus if you don’t type www it wont take you there. 
jj.     Will: does the wire connection take it away from the Wi-Fi? 
kk.  Ken: no we have enough bandwidth. We are making progress on that. 
ll.     Rachel: I live in Ballard and I have heard so few complaints about Wi-Fi. 
mm.                Bre: one dorm that has complaints is second floor Arend. 
nn. Aric: I can speak to that and since the access points are closer to the center, the end 
of the hallways doesn’t work well. 
oo.  Jeff: When Whitnet resets your password. Can we get a warning for that? 
pp. Ken: we don’t change passwords on anyone except student workers. We are all 
suffering from that because it pops up and goes away immediately. We used to get 
warnings. 
qq. Kevin: how much does the work in Stewart will cost? 
rr.   Ken: about $3000. Its 4 access points and wiring points. We budgeted for it. 
ss.   Becca: one thing I noticed is the Wi-Fi in the music building isn’t the best. 
tt.    Ken: that will be fixed when the new building is finished. 
uu. Justin: so I will make a survey monkey for other questions. 
 V.         Club Updates – 
a.     OCF 
b.     Claire: we have monthly dinners and our advisor hosts them and we have a guest 
speaker and often times discuss a book. We have occasional class, such as one in Jan 



Term. They are usually weekly. There is a retreat every month and we carpool to that. 
During lent and advent we carpool to orthodox churches to the services and the meals. 
c.      Chase: is it every 3rd Saturday meetings? 
d.     Claire: we don’t have a set date, we send out emails in advance. 
e.     Katie: how do you get involved? 
f.      Claire: I’m the president so let leadership know. 
g.     Le Petit Franglais 
h.     Jackson: I’m president. We are pretty new. We have done some crepe making nights 
with different dorms and we get members from that. We had a Mardi Gras party in 
February. One thing is there are a lot of members in France at the study abroad, 
including 2 of our officers. For the future, we have the French 101 professor coming and 
talking about culture differences on April 26th at 7 pm in Westminster and then we have 
the end of the year party and Spring Fest. 
i.       MEC 
j.       Lydia: I’m a member of the club and we did some events in March. We had a women 
panel, which was 5 women from the Middle East who now live here come and talk. We 
also sponsored the world relief even that was during March. And then April 15th, we are 
sponsoring an author of a book about the US’s relationship with the Middle East. We 
also hope to do 2 more events: one on April 29th in the Chapel and it will be a worship 
night about the Middle East area. The next one is for the refugees in the Spokane area. 
k.     Reports 
l.       Skyler: the firs thing is if you ever want to know how to contact clubs, go to 
whitworthclubs.com. This weekend we had 5 requisitions. I can’t tell you the exact 
amount, but we had Whitworth FM for a microphone, we had French Club for an event, 
and ask me later about the other ones. That left 350.23 and then 17416.17 in capital. I 
will ask Linda about moving money over. Also coordinators, get your budget sheets to 
me as soon as possible. 
m.   Adam: somebody ripped off a newsletter and threw it in the urinal and then wrote 
hate about it. Apparently people don’t like bible verses. 
n.     Kaysee-Li (Kaysee-Li): Diversity Monologues went well. This weekend is the 
multicultural visit program. Say hi to people in the MVP shirt and welcome them to 
Whitworth. On Sunday at 4:30 pm that will be Top Chef, there will be real judges; one 
was on actually Top Chef and one won a baking contest. On Monday at 4pm there is a 
movie called “Cracking the Code” and it is the follow up event to Racial Tensions on 
College Campuses. We also have a guest, Camina Hirota, who will be the coordinator 
next year. 
o.     Rachel: first is a vibe. People have been ticked about early morning construction. 
Second is the Second Chance Prom which is next weekend, please advertise, there is a 
Facebook event page. It’s free and its 7-10 at the Bozarth Mansion on April 16th and you 
don’t need a date. 
p.     Jeff: I have a shout out, Asa at the diversity monologues. I cried. So shoutout to him. 
For the 50th anniversary thing will be a dance, the Stuville Birthday Bash. 
q.     Kaysee-Li: there will be a video of the diversity monologues. 
r.      Brittney: I had a resident find a maggot and a fly in there salad. Sodexo is coming up 
with a new system of feed back. Also Christina is the new Arend Senator. 
s.      Hannah: pass 
t.      Katie: Karaoke at the Kastle is this Friday and there will be Italian sodas. 
u.     Mac: I’m Mcing Karaoke. 
v.     Kasey: Can we get a movie and a projector? We are still working on the details. 
w.    Nicole: I had someone talk to me about an essay about contemporary racism but 
there are no books in the library on that. I also talked to Alan Jacob about updating the 



pictures but we wants more people to email him about it. They have a lot of rules about 
the pictures. 
x.     Brena: make sure if you want me to post on Facebook about an event, ask me and 
give me a little warning. 
y.     Bailey: this Saturday from 12-2 is the spring sports picnic and there will be free food 
for the first 150 people. 
z.      Brendan: do club teams count? 
aa.  Bailey: this is for all students. Tomorrow the BQQ is for athletes, but Saturday is for 
everyone. 
bb. Savannah: I have an event on the 11th at Birdies for seniors only. 
cc.   Bailey V.: I can’t find buddy the elf anywhere. 
dd. Savannah: I have it! 
ee.  Bailey V: Can you bring it back? Thank you? 
ff.    Rediet: I was going to combine my project with another class but it conflicted so it’s a 
no go. 
gg.  Bre: the only thing is April 29th is American Idol and it will be Pirates Cove. 7-10 pm. 
We are bringing on a contestant who was on the show. It might conflict with the Stuville 
dance and equipment. 
hh. Jordan: pass 
ii.     Ryan: Warren Peace is this Saturday from 1-4, please encourage people to come. 
We are excited about the line up and some of the diversity monologues people coming 
as well. 
jj.     Niehls: I have been on edge lately my neighbor has been doing archery in their yard. 
Besides that we have our bouldering fest on Saturday, it starts at 9. There will be 3 giant 
tables of prizes, everyone is welcome. You can sign up at the Urec. 
kk.  John:  has not come up with a service project yet. 
ll.     Rachel: warren peace is this Friday. Also service project.. 
mm.                Katie: yes maybe with world relief. 
nn. Norma: Kasey kudos to you for diversity monologues, maybe 2 times a year? Also 
people loved Sisters, but only suggestion was it was hard to see and could see the 
pixels. 
oo.  Mike: in one week, we have Gods and Guns 2, and we will have a panel. The first 
half will be their views and the second half is for students to text in questions. April 13th at 
7 pm. 
pp. Kevin: I have been hearing people about applying. 
qq. Nate: so I work through the Dornsife Center about the coin and swim suit drive. 
rr.   Brena: posters are in your boxes. 
ss.   Nate: if those could go out soon, that would be great. It ends on the 15th. A pool 
opened but a lot of families cant pay so we are providing for them. On the 16th, from 1-3 
there is an opportunity to volunteer at North Central for this. 
tt.    Bre: there is a fee into the pool? Is there a sponsorship program? 
uu. Nate: that’s wear the coins go. 
vv.  Chase: there might be a party bus, a school bus going. 
ww.                 Justin: we hope to get 20-25 volunteers. Chase will be reporting volunteer 
hours. 
xx.  Brendan: pass 
yy.  Kiersten: the applications for the coordinator is due tomorrow and interviews are 
later. We made little posters for all our events. We decided to get bigger ones for 
senators. If you have questions, let me know. 



zz.   Jordan: Dub Club. I got all the stuff situated and I made these posters. Senators, I 
have posters for you. Also bring a group of friends and next week I will have a survey to 
see how it went. 
aaa.                 Aric: probably going to be partnering with KIPOS for service project. 
bbb.                Kelsey: we are opening up hiring for next year so tell people. Also we are 
thinking about distribution at Spring Fest. 
ccc. Rachel: there is a lot of food so what if people set it down. 
ddd.                Kelsey: we are thinking about bags. 
eee.                 Connor: Issue 13 came out today, well will come out. It’s got a hand on it with 
ASWU prison tats. That will hopefully be coming around soon. 
fff.  Justin: I made a Facebook post about missing the smallest snowman for quite a 
while. Facilities want sit back so if you have any information please share. Please keep 
Craig in your prayers, he had a biopsy on an inoperable brain tumor and will go through 
chemo. 
ggg.                 Chase: SCC elections here we go. First thank you for everyone’s help at the 
ballot booth and SCC members. 
hhh.                Justin: Chase is our MVP for handling elections. We understand that they can 
be so stressful so thank you for your work. 
iii.    Chase: Thanks guys. Also, thank you also for your grace with me. In terms of SCC 
stuff, sustainability and spiritual life are due tomorrow. We are reopening off campus 
position, due Friday. Also secretary is due on Friday. And then we will do interviews next 
week. Also it is all done all online. Lastly, we had 2 appeals. The first is if an SCC 
member can be written into the election. Also the SCC will have a written contract. 
Another was the procedure that SCC uses in misconduct. Both were upheld. 
jjj.    Brendan: any updates on spiritual life position? 
kkk.                 Chase: due tomorrow. 
lll.    Bre: Coming out of elections, I think it would be good if we have a spirit of 
encouragement for people to run. Moving forward, encouraging rather than make it 
harder. 
mmm.           Chase: pre and during? 
nnn.                Bre: yes, it made it not as accessible. 
ooo.                 Justin: this is the second year we did paper ballots. 
ppp.                Chase: bye paper ballots, its not sustainable. It should be all online and the 
booth in the hub is a classic voting booth with several laptops set up. 
qqq.                Brittney: yes definitely wasted a lot of paper but online voting can get 
confusing with the link. Voter turn out for off campus was very low. 
rrr. Savannah: Seniors didn’t know they could vote. 
sss.  Bre: they should open the voting at 8 rather than 10. 
ttt.  Jordan: also there should be email right when it opens. 
uuu.                Spring Fest 
vvv.                 Bre: I talked to food trucks and the goal should be 2 trucks and a dessert. 
Roaming Pizza Chariot with 90-second personal pizzas, and then a really authentic Taco 
Truck. And then Brain Freeze which is a local one instead of Ben and Jerry’s. 
www.             Bailey V: we are thinking about doing more food. 
xxx.                 Justin; we talked to Dornsife about inviting nonprofits that could give away 
food. 
yyy.                 Brena: we are working on shirts, either blue and orange or gray with orange. 
The logo is done, it will be finalized soon. Next week we will start using the logo a lot. 
zzz. Bailey: are the new coordinators required? 
aaaa.              Dayna: not required but encouraged. 



bbbb.            Brena: you call get shirts and we want you to wear them. Also before we will 
promote with ice cream. 
cccc.                Bailey V: also there is a comedian coming and a movie on the loop. We might 
have a student open up for her. The Philharmonics are coming. The rapper is the 23rd. 
dddd.            Skyler: I am getting lists of clubs and what they are doing for participating. Also 
one club was going to do a flea market before but I said do it during Spring Fest. So that 
might happen. Also are there posters? I am going to go to close schools. 
eeee.              Justin: external relations will be figuring out the paper cranes. 
ffff.Kiersten: we are going to have a car to smash but what are thoughts for Beck to do 
the first swing with a donation? 
gggg.              Justin: what’s the goal? 
hhhh.            Kiersten: we don’t have one. Our plan is a dollar for 20 seconds. 
iiii.  Chase: laser tag didn’t happen; so let me know what you guys want to do. College 
bowling? 
jjjj.  Ryan: I think laser tag was a good idea just bad timing. 
kkkk.              Kiersten: has anyone heard clubs about getting weird spam? 
llll.  Skyler: it got resolved. 
mmmm.      Adjournment: 6:21pm  
 
	


